
We provide support to executive branch agencies who are looking to harness the power of data.

Contact Us: odga@odga.virginia.gov

Commonwealth Data Trust:
Interagency data sharing can be difficult, but it can also be immensely valuable.  
That's why we created the Commonwealth Data Trust, a standardized, safe, and 
secure way for agencies to share data with each other. What used to be a 
tangled web of sharing is now a centralized infrastructure with ODGA acting as 
the facilitator. Agencies who become members are not required to contribute 
data, but they are given access to ODGA's services and perks such as 
Dataversity, an online training platform for Data Stewards!

Commonwealth Wide Data Catalog:
To enhance data sharing efforts, ODGA is working on a Commonwealth Wide Data Catalog. 
The catalog will give your agency insight into the types of data other agencies have. This 
catalog will not contain the actual data, just the description. If an agency sees that another 
agency has a dataset that could be of value to them, the data can be shared (if both parties 
consent) through the Commonwealth Data Trust.

Virginia Open Data Portal:
The online Virginia Open Data Portal is a repository of Virginia data that is 
free and open to the public. It allows anyone access to data about topics 
such as Covid-19 and Community Policing. Do you have public data that is 
frequently requested through FOIA or data that could provide value to 
citizens? Contact us and we can upload that data to the portal!

Services:
ODGA provides an array of services to support your agency in its data endeavors. Our services include, but are not limited to:
•Structured and Unstructured Data Scanning- You can't protect data that you don't know exists. ODGA can scan your 
structured and unstructured data to identify where PII is located in your organization.
•Database Documentation- If you need documentation of your database environment for reference or audit controls. ODGA 
can develop your entity relationship diagrams, metamodels, business glossaries, and data lineage maps.
•Data Governance Best Practices Consultation- If your agency is starting its own data governance program, ODGA can share 
policies, standards, and procedures with you to customize. We'll also share templates and tools to ensure a successful program.
•Data Visualization and Analytics Solutions- Our talented team of Power BI specialists craft custom visualizations that 
transcend mere charts and graphs. These visualizations are carefully tailored to suit each client’s needs, enabling them to grasp 
complex patterns, trends, and relationships within their data at a glance. 

If you don't see a service listed that fits your needs, please reach out to us, we may be able to help!

Resources:
ODGA is here to help you on your data journey, visit our website (odga.virginia.gov) or scan the QR 
code to the left for resources such as:
•Data Owner and Data Custodian training that satisfies Sec 527 requirements, available as a SCORM file 
or through the Commonwealth of Virginia Learning Center 
•A Data Risk Register Template to help you effectively manage and mitigate risks in your data projects
•Data Governance Job Description Examples 
•And More!
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